
	 FULLY AUTOMATED BACKUP – 

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Losing company data often also results in a loss in 
revenue. It makes no difference whether the data 
is lost as a result of an accident, damaged hard
ware or if it is unintentionally overwritten. Ensuring 
protection here is very simple. Once your data 
back up package has been set up, all of your files 
are backed up fully automatically.

	 SECURE TRANSFER & STORAGE

The remote backup function encrypts your data 
before transferring it to our data centres and sto
ring it there for you. The data is encrypted in line 
with the latest standards and is stored with multiple 
redundancy. What’s more, you can specify the key 
yourself.

	 OPTIMUM USAGE OF BAND-

WIDTH 

After an initial full backup, the intelligent transfer 
feature ensures that only the changes made since 
the last backup are transferred. When dealing with 
particularly large files, the feature even ensures 

that only modified fragments of the data are trans
ferred. Our remote backup function maintains an 
overview and makes it very easy to recover any 
data or versions you might want restored. 

	 EASY ADMINISTRATION

The software is fast and easy to install and simple 
to operate on any device that needs to be backed 
up. Simply select the files and folders that need 
to be backed up and backup begins in the back
ground. You can also specify the retention time 
and backup frequency as required.

Our cloud benefits at a glance

+    Data backed up on redundant storage  
solutions in a secured data centre

+ No need for your own hardware;  
no maintenance effort

+ Easy to set up and operate

+ Requires no large investments in tape  
drives, NAS systems or licenses

+ Retention times can be freely specified

Always on the safe side thanks 
to intelligent data backup.

Fully automatic data backup and optimum protection from data loss: 
Back up files and folders, virtual machines and entire servers 

in German data centres.
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Remote Backup features Benefits

256 bit SSL encryption Secure data transfer is ensured at all times thanks to encryption.

256bit AES encryption with your own key Secure data storage thanks to stateoftheart encryption.

Incremental backups and in-file delta
Only modified files or data fragments have to be transferred. Very little bandwidth is required  
as a result.

Supported clients: Windows, Windows  
Server, Mac, Linux

Virtually any corporate IT component can be backed up.

Multiple backup schedules Different backup rules can be applied to different data based on priority.

Short backup times Rapid backup thanks to intelligent analysis and transfer of data.

Easy data recovery
Data can be recovered at any time and from any location. In addition, you can search your  
backup rapidly in a targeted manner.

Hosted in a highly secure German data 
centre

German data protection laws and the highest level of hardware security.

How Remote Backup works

Remote Backup can back up your data 
directly from servers and workstations 
and maintain your inhouse backup as a 
second instance in the cloud.

Easy recovery

You can restore your backup at any time with our 
Skyfillers backup software. In doing so, you get to 
select precisely which backup and which data you 
would like to restore. 
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